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Fuzzy Logic Controllers for High Performance in 
Secondary Cooling 
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The main target of this paper is to develop and implement structures of 
fuzzy control in the continuous casting process (in the secondary 
cooling) capable of eliminating the surface flaws and casting rejects, to 
increase the quality of continuously cast products and implicitly to 
increase the productivity of the installation by controlling the water flow 
rate in the secondary cooling circuit. In order to achieve this objective, 
a solution will be developed and implemented, meant to control the 
casting process by a fuzzy system, allowing the control of the water 
flow rate in the secondary cooling, by appropriate distribution along the 
cooling area. This necessity is imposed by the fact that actual control 
systems do not correlate in real time the variations of the multiple 
variables related to the continuous casting process and stick to a rigid 
distribution of the water flow rate on each cooling area. 

Keywords: Terms-continuous casting, secondary cooling stage, fuzzy 
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1. Introduction.   

A very important component of the continuous casting installation is the sec-
ondary cooling zone. The secondary cooling zone has the role to continue the wire 
cooling after it has emerged from the crystallizing and to assure the total solidifica-
tion of the semi – product. It is considered “the heart” of a continuous casting and 
has the role of ensuring the quality of the material, the material surface shape and 
has to ensure a homogeneous cooling and a uniform repartition of the water on 
the materials surface [3-4]. 

A fuzzy solution is proposed that placed on the existing structure of the control 
system of continuous casting will reduce fissures in the secondary cooling by gen-
erating necessary value adjustments to change the water flow and the velocity of 
the casting. 
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Basically, the rules database was designed specifically for this purpose and it 
contains measures to be taken to mitigate the risk of a crack. 

 
2. Continuous casting plant. 

The necessity of manufacturing using continuous casting of some products of 

high quality and in the same time competitive can be made only by thorough 

knowledge of the phenomena and the complex processes which take place on the 

technological development and casting. 

The method of continuous casting consists of introducing the liquid metal with 

a well determined temperature in a cava shape which has the walls cooled inside 

with water named crystallizing, and the evacuation is made on the opposite side 

where is obtained the solidified chord [1],[2]. 

A very important component of the continuous casting installation is the sec-

ondary cooling zone. The secondary cooling zone has the role to continue the wire 

cooling after it has emerged from the crystallizing and to assure the total solidifica-

tion of the semi –product. It is considered “the heart” of a continuous casting and 

has the role of ensuring the quality of the material, the material surface shape and 

has to ensure a homogeneous cooling and a uniform repartition of the water on 

the materials surface [3],[4].  

 
 

Figure 1. The text of figure caption.  
 

The crust created in the crystallizing gives the shape of the molded section. In 

most cases the crust doesn’t offer sufficient mechanical resistance to the action of 

Ferro static pressure. To complete solidification and guidance in good conditions of 

the wire it is created the secondary cooling zone. This cooling is achieved by direct 
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spraying pressurized water, through nozzles, it is able to cross the steam layer 

formed by evaporation and ensure continuous water-metal contact. In figure 1 it is 

presented the scheme of the primary and secondary solidification [5], [6]. 

The secondary cooling can be made in different cooling environments. In prac-

tice, the water is used especially as cooling agent that is sprayed through nozzles 

(circular conical, conical ring and slot). In special cases it is added to the water 

compressed air for optimizing the automation sprayed water [7]. 

The steels heat is partially removed by heating the cooling water, but the 
most heat is extracted by water evaporation, even if the evaporation percentage of 
the sprayed water on the wires surface is in general lower than 20%. All the 
unevaporated water which flows from the wires surface are collected filtered and 
reused [8], [9], [10]. 

 
3. Design of fuzzy systems.  

Fuzzy logic allows the treatment of vague variables whose values can continu-
ally vary across any defined numerical range, making decisions based on the posi-
tion of the indicator in the numerical range and predefined rules. The applicability 
of fuzzy logic is varied [11], the metallurgical field being one in which fuzzy sys-
tems are increasingly used. Methods based on fuzzy logic do not have very strictly 
defined algorithms, and they appeal largely to the experience of the specialist in 
the field. For the issue in question, a database was built from information gathered 
from technology experts. This database was supplemented with the information 
obtained from the mathematical model of the solidification process. 

The secondary cooling system is divided into 3 subareas such as: area 1 or 

foot roller area located on the crystallizing exit, area 2 and area 3, these areas are 

controlled individually. In general the sprayed water flow must decrease from the 

crystallizing in the direction of the cast. The sprayed water flows must be bigger in 

the superior side of the casting machine (area 0 and area1), for realizing the in-

creasing of the semi-products crust and thus improve the resistance crust accord-

ing to the effort. Lowering the cooling intensity in the casting direction must pre-

vent that the surfaces temperature became too low in the straightening points [9]. 

The cooling is done using some valves by using some classical PID loops 

which adjust the water flow depending on reference measure. The goal of an intel-

ligent system is to improve this classical adjustment system, the introduction of 

some adaptive components in the adjustment loops and some overall predictions 

over the continuous casting machine. 

The fuzzy system which will be created must also take into consideration the 

distance between the rings and the length of the curved wire. The installations 

geometry will reveal for a certain speed and casting recipe the needed quantity of 

the water to obtain the desired quality, this will make a spraying recipe which will 

give the quantity of water for every area, the values of the minimal flows needed 
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for ensuring a minimal pressure in this areas (the minimal pressure for this areas is 

2 bar) and implicitly the information needed to create the fuzzy systems rules 

which may take the needed measures in case the waters pressure is too low or too 

high, pressure which must be assured by a corresponding flow [7], [12], [13]. 

The classical nowadays systems are limited to a rigid repartition of the water 

flow in each area such as: 40% on the first area, 40% on the second area, and 

20% on the third area. An intelligent system has the capacity of eliminating this 

nowadays systems disadvantage by having the possibility of modifying in real time 

the water flow repartition for each area taking into consideration what happens in 

the installation. Leaving from the installations geometry with 3 cooling areas will 

be created 3 fuzzy regulators for each area separately, each one having 3 inputs 

such as: speed, pressure and flow and 2 outputs such as: flow correction and 

speed (figure 2). 

After the 3 fuzzy controllers are done it will be designed a fuzzy adaptive system 

which correlates the, three cooling areas so that the water flow to be the same. For 

example if the water flow is lowed in the first area it will automatically increase the 

water flow in the second and third area so that it will be the same value of the water 

flow but the repartition on each area will be different. Matlab implementations of fuzzy 

controllers [14], [15] are present in next part of the paper. 

Designed fuzzy systems receive the following values from the process, de-
pending on the casting area in which the perform is located: 

- the casting speed; 
- the cooling water flow in the cooling Z1, Z2, Z3; 
- steel temperature in the cooling Z1, Z2, Z3; 
- the flow correction Z1, Z2. 

 
 

Figure 2. Block diagram of the fuzzy controller for Zone1.  
 

In figures 3 a) and b) we describe the membership functions for the input siz-

es. Membership function „WaterFlowZ1” is the same like membership function 
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„Speed”. In figure c) we describe the membership functions for the output size. 

 

 
 

a) Membership function „Speed” 
 

 
 

b) Membership function „TemperatureZ1” 
 

 

 
 

c) Membership function „FlowCorrectionZ1” 

 
Figure 3. Membership function.  

 
Considering process features it was adopted some trapezoidal-type connection 

functions for all input and output sizes. The type of connection functions for input 
quantities is described in figures a and b. For "speed" input size it was chosen five 
linguistic terms, for “temperature Z1”, input size it was chosen three linguistic 
terms meanwhile for „WaterFlowZ1”, it was chosen five linguistic terms. For output 
size “FlowCorrectionZ1”it was chosen five linguistic terms [16]. 

A part of control surfaces obtained by simulations according to the block 
diagram from the figure 4 and figure 5 are listed below. 
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Figure 4. Control surface - Flow correction Z1=f (water flow, temperature). 

 
 

Figure 5. Control surface - Flow correctionZ1=f (temperature, speed). 
 
In figure 6 we presented the block diagram of the fuzzy controller for Zone 2. 

 
 

Figure 6. Block diagram of the fuzzy controller for Zone 2. 
 
In figures 7 a) and b) we describe the membership functions for the input siz-

es. Membership function for "speed", „WaterFlowZ1”and “FlowCorrectionZ1” are 
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the same. In figure c) we describe the membership functions for the output size. 

 

a) Membership function „FlowCorrectionZ1” 
 

 

b) Membership function „TemperatureZ2” 
 

 

c) Membership function „FlowCorrectionZ2” 

Figure 7. Membership function. 
 
Considering process features it was adopted some trapezoidal-type connection 

functions for all input and output sizes. The type of connection functions for input 
quantities is described in figures d) and e). For “FlowCorrectionZ1” input size it was 
chosen five linguistic terms, for „speed” input size it was chosen five linguistic 
terms, for “temperature Z2”, input size it was chosen three linguistic terms 
meanwhile for „WaterFlowZ1”, it was chosen five linguistic terms. For output size 
„FlowCorrectionZ2” it was chosen five linguistic terms [16]. 

A part of control surfaces obtained by simulations according to the block 
diagram from the figure 8, figure 9 are listed below. 
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Figure 8. Control surface - Flow correctionZ2=f (speed, flow correctionZ1). 
 

 

Figure 9. Control surface - Flow correctionZ2=f ( temperatureZ2, speed). 
 

 

Figure 10. Control surface - Flow correctionZ2=f( flow correctionZ1 water 
flowZ2). 

 
In figure 11 we presented the block diagram of the fuzzy controller controller 

for Zone3. 
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Figure 11. Block diagram of the fuzzy controller for Zone3. 
 

In figures 12.a. and 12.b. we describe the membership functions for the input 

sizes. Membership function for “FlowCorrectionZ1”,“Speed” and „WaterFlowZ3” are 

the same. Also “FlowCorrectionZ2” and “Temperature Z3” are the same. In figure 

12.c. we describe the membership functions for the output size. 

 

 

a) Membership function „FlowCorrectionZ1” 
 

 

b) Membership function „FlowCorrectionZ2” 
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c) Membership function „FlowCorrectionZ3” 

Figure 12. Membership function. 

Considering process features it was adopted some trapezoidal-type connection 
functions for all input and output sizes. The type of connection functions for input 
quantities is described in figures g) and h). For “FlowCorrectionZ1” input size it 
was chosen five linguistic terms, for “FlowCorrectionZ2” input size it was chosen 
three linguistic terms, for „speed” input size it was chosen five linguistic terms, for 
“temperature Z3”, input size it was chosen three linguistic terms meanwhile for 
„WaterFlowZ3”, it was chosen five linguistic terms. For output size 
„FlowCorrectionZ3” it was chosen five linguistic terms [16]. 

A part of control surfaces obtained by simulations according to the block 
diagram from the figure 13 and figure 14 are listed below. 

 

Figure 13. Control surface - Flow correctionZ3=f (speed, flow correctionZ1). 

 

Figure 14. Control surface - Flow correctionZ3=f(water flowZ3, flow 
correctionZ2). 
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4. Conclusions. 

This paperwork introduces a new concept of the structure of a control system 

for the continuous casting. This method contains 3 fuzzy controllers which, based 

on a set of rules established with the help of the mathematical model to the crust 

solidification process and uses the experience of human experts, requires changes 

of the water flow in the secondary cooling.  

The goal of fuzzy system is to improve this classical adjustment system, the 

introduction of some adaptive components in the adjustment loops and some 

overall predictions over the continuous casting machine.                                                   
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